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GET EXPERT RETIREMENT INCOME ADVICE





DCFAnnuities.com is a leading online retirement income resource focusing on annuities and offering education, selection, and sales consultation. We support customers and top-tier advisors nationwide with only the strongest products, technology, services and solutions.
DCF’s concise information and tools to help customers find the best and ditch the rest for safe money retirement income. The  DCF Strategy is to cut through all the static and noise to identify the best solutions to each client’s unique needs.
We promote intelligent safe money solutions. We have intimate product knowledge and proprietary fixed income products to give our customers a better and safer retirement.
No two people are alike, and no single annuity is right for everyone, so understanding the options starts with a close look at your goals. Clients who implement the DCF Strategy work with us through a simple planning process that identifies the needs first, and only then explores the products and options. And when it’s time to choose,  our proprietary analysis technique levels the playing field so you can easily compare options and make the best choice.
We do the math, so you can retire right.


SCHEDULE YOUR FREE CONSULTATION







WHO ELSE BENEFITS FROM ANNUITIES?




“DCF has the investments in inventory ready for me to place with my clients…. instead of many “wait & see” situations offered by other firms. Additionally, Nathaniel has on several occasions “carved-out” just the right size investment amount to fit one of my client’s needs out of a larger case in inventory, or combined parts of several cases to create a combination that fits my clients’ needs perfectly!“




D. Ramsperger



“Most definitely now is ‘A Generational Opportunity in Bonds (And Fixed Income!)’ which is why I am doing what I’m doing – 6+% with COLA, wow!”




Paul S.



“I have worked with DCF a little over 2 years and have found Nathaniel and Ross the most knowledgeable owners I’ve worked with. In addition, their products are exceptional as I have sold them in IRAs, personal retirement, for Grandchildren, for college expenses and replacements for low yielding CD’s. I will continue to offer them to all clients that need a guaranteed Fixed Rate from Major Insurance Carriers.”




Chuck Hhttps://www.trustpilot.com/reviews/63337b421c24523f3ca0115fTrustpilot



“I have purchased a few payment streams and am in the process of purchasing another one today. Nathaniel and his staff are great to work with. The transactions have been easy to finalize and the monthly payments have all been received on time, as expected. I have purchased payment streams from 3 other companies and, working with DCF is, by far, the best experience. Nathaniel and his staff really care about providing good customer service. They are responsive and work to earn your business. I have been very happy with my experience with DCF Exchange.”




Carolehttps://www.trustpilot.com/reviews/6217c17be0365cc27e787b5dTrustpilot



“For years I have tried to wisely invest in/for our retirement. With the disastrous state of the economy in recent years, this had become a real challenge. I sat at the computer and researched how to make an investment/income stream that would be safe, reliable and not make us a burden on our children in our older years. I came upon SMAs…
Nathaniel was extremely helpful and accessible, with all my questions and concerns. He guided me every step of the way: all the while, I felt he had my back. I have done numerous deals with him, and have been very satisfied every time.
I believe I have found the answers for a major part of my future income. Nathaniel insists on an independent, 3rd party lawyer, to review all his cases, and HE pays for it. That to me is reason enough to take all my annuity business with him. Much Thanks and a job well done.”





Bob F.Alberquerque



“I enjoyed working with you. Whenever possible, I’ll try to work with you for fixed streams of income. Thanks again for locating a good contract and shepherding us through.
Appreciate all your efforts!”





Lisa S.Chicago, IL



“Than, Thanks for locating a good contract and shepherding us through.”




Lisa and Carey P.Pensylvania



“You are not only good and honest professionals, but also admirable as we share the same goals. As you know, in this business it’s hard to find honest participants and you gentleman are a breath of fresh air.”




Mike D.Philadelphia



“Thank you! I enjoy working with you and appreciate all your efforts as well. Whenever possible I’ll always try to work with you for fixed streams of income.”




Curt G.Nashville, TN



“DCF performed far above and beyond my expectations from beginning through the end closing process and beyond. When there seemed to be an issue with the trustee, DCF stepped in and cleared up all misunderstandings and insured everything was correct. I should note that the misunderstandings were really on my part and, once I was finally clear, I now fully understand and agree. Thank you DCF.”




David



“FLEXIBLE Design Capability & HELPFUL Consults. I’ve had many conversations with one of the firm’s Principals, Nathaniel Pulsifer, and he is extremely knowledgeable in every aspect of this asset class, and is always willing to customize his inventory to fit my clients’ needs, when possible. ALSO, the DCF illustration system is very easy to use for client presentation and to do what-if scenario modeling!“




Dale R



“My sister is in Ireland as we speak and enjoying the security of the deals you provided. Thanks again.”




Roy D.Chicago, IL
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DCF Only Works With Trusted Carriers


















About Nathaniel Pulsifer, Owner of DCF Annuities










Nathaniel M. Pulsifer is a nationally renowned expert in fixed income from discounted structured settlement annuities and the marketing director behind the DCF companies. A tireless evangelist for simplicity in planning, he levels the playing field using Discounted Cash Flow math to help clients make the right choice among all the retirement income options.


SCHEDULE YOUR FREE CONSULTATION









WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT ANNUITIES







TONY ROBBINS
Author & Life-Coach


“In today’s economic environment, where returns for ‘safe capital’ are minuscule, Fixed Indexed Annuities can be a great alternative to other ‘safer money’ financial instruments.”





BABE RUTH
Baseball Legend


“I may take risks in life, but I will never risk my money, I use annuities and I never have to worry about my money.”





SUZE ORMAN
“The Road To Wealth”


“If you don’t want to take risk but still want to play the stock market, a good index annuity might be right for you.”








Don’t Know Where to Start?





If you are confused, have questions or would like to discuss different types of annuities based on your own retirement needs, please schedule a free consultation.


SCHEDULE YOUR FREE CONSULTATION
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Some of the "A" Rated Carriers Found In This Marketplace:














DCF Income Payment purchasers acquire the right to receive payments from factored structured settlements.  Payment rights are transferred via a court ordered transfer procedure in compliance with state-specific transfer laws and IRS regulations. All payments are subject to the claims paying ability of the individual insurance carrier group. DCF Income Payments are not securities or derivatives and DCFAnnuities.com does sell or offer any securities. Use of this site assumes understanding and acceptance of the Disclosures published on this site.
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